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a b s t r a c t

As an early stage in the development of a water calorimeter, this study established a computer simulation
methodology for analyzing the thermal behavior of a water calorimeter based on radiation transport and
energy deposition. As a result, this study developed a method wherein the energy deposition distribu-
tion, which is obtained by applying Monte Carlo methods in water calorimeters, is directly used as a heat
source for the thermal analysis model. Based on the proposed method, heat transfer in a water vessel and
the effect of thermistor self-heating were analyzed. Through an analysis of the water velocities with and
without a water vessel, it was found that a water vessel can serve as a convection barrier. Furthermore, it
was confirmed that when considering thermistor self-heating, the water temperature change at the
thermistor location is 0.219 mK higher compared to that when the thermistor was not considered.
Therefore, thermistor self-heating must be considered to analyze the thermal behavior of a water
calorimeter more accurately.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In radiation therapy, a dose is quantified with absorbed doses of
water. Water is chosen as the reference medium because the ra-
diation absorption and scattering characteristics of water are
similar to those of human tissues [1]. Determination of the correct
radiation dose is essential for optimal treatment. The International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) recom-
mended the accuracy of radiation treatment at a level of ±5% [2].
Therefore, a method for the accurate quantification of radiation
doses must be established. Based on this necessity, a calculation
methodology was developed for analyzing the thermal behavior of
a water calorimeter, and calculations were performed as a basic
study for developing a water calorimeter.

Since a water calorimeter uses water as the medium, the defi-
nition of the water absorption dose can be most directly imple-
mented in human tissue. To express this definition using a water
calorimeter, however, the following two factors should be consid-
ered: heat defect [3] and corrections for the heat transfer effect [4].
Gwanak_1 Gwanak-ro, Gwa-

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
Heat defect occur when the energy of radiation absorbed by water
does not entirely lead to temperature changes in the medium. Heat
transfer occurs when the heat generated through radiation expo-
sure is transferred within the medium of water in the form of
conduction or convection, resulting in different temperatures at the
measurement site. Finally, to determine the water absorbed dose,
perturbation of the radiation conditions by the structure of the
calorimeter and the effect of beam inhomogeneity must be
considered.

When water is exposed to radiation, a variety of radicals (H, OH,
OHaq, eaq, H2, H2O2, H3O, H3Oaq

þ , etc.) will be generated in the water.
As radicals have high reactivity, if the medium is only composed of
pure water, the reaction will eventually stabilize over time and the
heat defect will disappear [5]. The time for heat defect to disappear
is affected by the scale of linear energy transfer (LET) or the
strength of radiation. However, if there are impurities in the water,
or if the structure of the calorimeter that is in contact with the
water (wall, thermistor, and cable) contributes to the reaction of
radicals, heat defect may cause uncertainties of more than several
percentages in the measurement results [3]. Therefore, a method of
filling highly pure water into a glass vessel with low reactivity and
sealing this vessel was introduced to eliminate the heat defect [3].

If homogeneous energy is supplied to the entire infinite
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Fig. 1. 3D modeling of water calorimeter.
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medium, perfect thermal equilibrium is achieved in the medium,
and the temperature in the medium is homogeneous regardless of
location. However, such conditions cannot be satisfied; tempera-
ture is redistributed by heat transfer, which affects the measure-
ment of absorbed doses using a calorimeter. Fortunately, as water
has low thermal diffusivity (at a pressure of 1 bar: 0.135� 10�6 m2/
s at 4 �C) [6], heat is not quickly transferred through heat con-
duction. However, as water is a fluid, convection occurs. Convection
is a type of heat transfer due to changes in the density of a fluid
owing to heating; it reduces the temperature difference in the
entire fluid through circulation. To decrease this effect, it is
necessary to uniformly heat the entire fluid under a condition
wherein the density change of the fluid is minimized compared
with its temperature changes. To this end, a water calorimeter is
operated with a water temperature of 4 �C [7]. In addition, the
diameter of the water vessel mentioned above should be within a
radiation field of 10 � 10 cm2. Domen used a water vessel with a
diameter of 33 mm and a length of 110 mm to suppress the heat
defect and convection [8]. When measuring the absorbed dose to
water by a60Co beam at 4 �C using a water calorimeter with a water
vessel saturated with H2 or N2, the uncertainty associated with the
heat defect is 0.3%, and the effect of convection can be ignored [8].

After the development of Domen's water calorimeter, research
and development have been conducted by PTB (Physikalisch-Tech-
nishce Bundesanstalt) in Germany, INEA (Istituto Nazionale di
Economia Agraria) in Italy, NPL (National Physical Laboratory) in the
UK, NRC (National Research Council) in Canada and LNE-LNHB
(Laboratoire National de M�etrologie et d'essais-Laboratoire Na-
tional Henri Becquerel) in France [9e13]. Recently, METAS [14] in
Switzerland, NIM (National Institute of Metrology) in China [15], and
KRISS (Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science) in South
Korea have adopted the water calorimeter developed by the NRC.

As an initial step for the development of a water calorimeter
model, a computational model for a water calorimeter with a
simple structure was established. Using this approach, a method-
ology for thermal behavior due to radiation transport and energy
deposition for the KRISS 60Co standard gamma-ray field was
developed. In the computer simulation of the energy deposition
distribution, the DOSXYZnrc code [16] was used with Monte Carlo
method, and the ANSYS-CFX code [17] was usedwith finite element
analysis to calculate the thermal behavior and temperature distri-
bution in the water calorimeter. The information on the energy
deposition distribution obtained from the DOSXYZnrc code was
directly used in the ANSYS-CFX code as a heat source for the
analytical model.

In the 1990s, a Canadian group researched heat transfer inwater
vessels [12]. Unfortunately, they used a simple 2D model owing to
the limited performance of computers and did not consider the
effect on convection. This study applied a 3D model for the thermal
analysis of a water calorimeter. In addition to the heat transfer
through conduction, the convection effect and self-heating effect of
the thermistor were considered. The self-heating effect is due to the
power consumed by a thermistor. As a resistance thermometer, a
thermistor continuously generates a small amount of heat as it
remains activated throughout the entire process of the experiment.
However, owing to the insignificance of heating by radiation, the
self-heating of a thermistor can affect the temperature change
through radiation exposure.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The water calorimeter model

For the computational analysis, a water calorimeter is refer-
enced according to the NIST model [18] and its structure is
simplified in a three-dimensional model, as shown in Fig. 1. The x-
axis and y-axis are parallel to the thermistor and gravity, respec-
tively, and the z-axis indicates the direction of the 60Co beam. The
outer dimensions of the calorimeter are 32 � 32 � 32 cm3, and it is
surrounded by 1-cm thick Lucite walls and filled with 4 �C pure
water. The thickness of the air layer is 1 cm. The window in which
radiation penetrates is also made with Lucite, 12 � 12 cm2 in size
and 0.3 cm in thickness. The outer dimensions of the water vessel
are 6.7� 6.7� 7.7 cm3, and 0.1-cm thick glass walls surround it and
are filled with 4 �C pure water. Fig. 2 shows the model of the
thermistor probes and the water vessel of the water calorimeter.

On the X-Z plane, the thermistor probes are aligned along the
central axis of the water vessel. The distance from the front face of
the window to the central axis of the thermistor probes is 5 cm. It is
composed of a thermistor, a Pyrex tube supporting the thermistor,
and an epoxy layer, which is the adhesive bonding the two. As the
thermistor is a semiconductor sensor, it was assumed that its
composition was the same as that of the glass. Table 1 shows the
size and layout of the parts that constitute the water calorimeter.
2.2. Simulation of absorbed dose distribution in water calorimeter

DOSXYZnrc [16] is an EGSnrc based Monte Carlo simulation
code for calculating the dose distribution in a rectilinear voxel
phantom. This code was used to calculate the absorbed dose dis-
tribution and uncertainty of the water calorimeter. Voxels were
created by dividing the water calorimeter model in Fig. 1 into 90,
94, and 117 for the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. The water area
inside the water phantomwas divided with 2.5-mm intervals along
the x-, y-, and z-axes. The intervals among thermistor probes, water
vessel, Lucite walls, and the window were set the same as the
thickness of each structure. NIST data [19] were utilized for the
material information used in the calculations.

For radiation, the 145 TBq 60Co standard gamma radiation field
by the Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (KRISS)
was simulated. The relative composite uncertainty of the air kerma
measured at a reference plane (1 m away from the source center)
was estimated to be 0.18% [20]. The photon energy spectrum of the
60Co irradiation device (AECL Eldorado 8) possessed by KRISS was
calculated with the Monte Carlo method. The energy spectrum,
including 1173 and 1332 keV full energy absorption peaks and
Compton continuum, was obtained. The collimator mounted on the
device was similarly modelled using the PENELOPE code, and the
geometry of the 60Co sealed source was extracted from the draw-
ings presented by the manufacturer [21]. The distance from the
source to the central axis of the thermistor probes was 100 cm



Fig. 2. Simulation geometry of DOSXYZnrc. (a) YZ plane (front view), (b) ZX plane (bird eye view).

Table 1
Materials and dimensions of water calorimeter.

Part Sub part Geometry Material Density [g/cm3]

Water Phantom Wall Thickness 1 cm Lucite (PMMA) 1.19
Window Thickness 0.3 cm Lucite (PMMA) 1.19

Area 12 � 12 cm2

Air Thickness 1 cm Air 0.001293
Water Volume

30 � 30 � 30 cm3
Water (H2O) 1

Sealed water cell Glass tube Thickness 0.1 cm Glass (SiO2) 2.4
Inside volume
6.5 � 6.5 � 7.5 cm3

Thermistor probe Thermistor Volume
0.03 � 0.03 � 0.03 cm3

Glass (SiO2) 2.4

Distance between Window and Thermistor: 5 cm
Pyrex tube Thickness 0.01 cm Glass (SiO2) 2.4
Adhesion space Fix thermistor to pyrex tube Epoxy (C21H25ClO5) 1.9
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(source to chamber distance, SCD), and the beam size was set as
10 � 10 cm2 (source setting option isource ¼ 3). The number of
gamma rays penetrating at SCD 100 cm was 2.2 � 1011 per second.
For the cutoff energy of electrons and photons, the default values of
0.521 and 0.01 MeV (including the static mass energy) were
applied.
2.3. Data format conversion

To input the energy deposition distribution obtained from the
DOSXYZnrc code as a heat source in the ANSYS-CFX code, a data
format conversion is required. The calculation results of the DOS-
XYZnrc code are presented as absorbed doses per particle (Gy/
particle). For the calculation of ANSYS-CFX, information on the
distribution of thermal energy per unit volume (W/m3) is required.
As the two codes have different formats for data and include a large
amount of information, it is impossible to perform manual con-
versions. Therefore, a code that can automatically convert data was
developed using the MATLAB language.

The calculation results from the DOSXYZnrc code can be con-
verted into ANSYS-CFX input data, as shown in Equations (1) and
(2).
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where _D is the absorbed dose rate, O is the output of the DOS-
XYZnrc code, S is the source intensity, _H is the thermal generation
rate and r is the mass density. The output file of the DOSXYZnrc
code comprises the coordinate values of the plane perpendicular to
the x, y, and z axes, which constitute the grids, absorbed dose per
particle, and the percent uncertainty. The input data for the ANSYS-
CFX code, including spatial coordinate values and thermal energy
per unit volume, were extracted and formatted through the auto-
matic data conversion code.
2.4. The thermal analysis of the water calorimeter

The ANSY-CFX finite element method (FEM) program was used
for the thermal analysis of the water calorimeter. In CFX, space is
divided into the shape of the control volume, and the program used
to generate mesh grids is ICEM-CFD, a specialized mesh grid gen-
eration tool provided by ANSYS. The shape of the water calorimeter
used for calculation is a straight structure without curved surfaces.
Therefore, the hexahedral type is more advantageous to increase
the resolution of the mesh grids than the non-aligned tetra-prism



Fig. 3. Mesh grids of each structure of a water calorimeter.(a) Wall, air, window and water. (b) Water vessel (c) O-grid mesh for pushing the grid to the thermistor. (d) Thermistor
probes (Thermistor, epoxy and pyrex tube) (e) Enlargement of the thermistor probe.
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mesh type, and the phase in space is relatively accurately divided.
In addition, as long as the mesh grids are well constructed, a hex-
ahedral mesh type can reduce the number of grids required to
derive results with the same level of accuracy [22]. Therefore, the
mesh grids were created in a hexahedral mesh type to improve the
Fig. 4. Dose along the x-axi
accuracy and efficiency of calculations, and approximately 2million
mesh grids were used based on the element. Fig. 3 illustrates these
details.

Based on the shape of the completed model and mesh grid file,
the boundary conditions and turbulence models required for
s of water calorimeter.



Fig. 5. Dose along the y-axis of water calorimeter.
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analysis were established. The initial boundary conditions were
4 �C and 1 atm for all domains, and the heat transfer was analyzed
using the laminar flowmodel. Fluid domains such as water, air and
pure water were corrected for buoyancy. For data such as the
density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of water according
to the temperature, REFPROP [23], the standard reference data of
NIST, was utilized.
Fig. 6. Dose along the z-axi
This study aimed to analyze the transient issue showing the
process of a temperature change from the initial state wherein the
entire water calorimeter is set at 4 �C to the effect of heat energy
generated by the absorption of gamma rays; it is necessary to set
the time step and the total time of analysis. In the experiment
measuring the absorbed doses using a water calorimeter, radiation
is exposed for a short period, within a fewminutes, to minimize the
s of water calorimeter.



Fig. 7. Velocity distribution in the water phantom with water vessel by thermistor self-heating at the plan of thermistor is located (Bird eye view).

Fig. 8. Temperature change at the thermistor location due to thermistor self-heating. Fig. 9. Temperature change at the thermistor location due to irradiation.
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Fig. 10. Velocity and temperature distribution in the water phantom with water vessel by radiation (Bird eye view).
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effect of heat transfer. Therefore, the total radiation exposure time
for examining temperature change was set to 5 min. The temper-
ature change inside the water calorimeter over time, and the flow
through convection were visualized in three dimensions. The
temperature change based on the position of the thermistor was
confirmed as time passed. Owing to the trivial temperature change
of several mK, the double precision option was applied to increase
the precision of the calculation results.

To confirm the effect of thermistor self-heating without radia-
tion exposure, the changes in water temperature and flow were
calculated by activating the thermistor for 24 h in the water calo-
rimeter with an initial temperature set at 4 �C. The thermistor's
self-heating amount was entered as 6.2 mW, the amount of standard
operating power level of the NRC water calorimeter, by referring to
a previous study [12], and the issue was analyzed in a transient
condition. Owing to the drastic temperature changes during the
first 1 h, the time step was set to be 0.1e5 s, and then the time step
increased up to 100 s while maintaining the residuals under 10�5.

By setting the calculation result obtained when it reached the
equilibrium state through the thermistor's self-heating for 24 h as
an initial condition, the effect of gamma exposure was examined.
The radiation exposure time was 5 min, and the time step for
calculation was 0.5 s. The temperature rise was compared with the
case wherein the self-heating of the thermistor was not considered
to determine its effect.

To investigate the effect of a water vessel on the suppression of
convection, water flowwas calculated under the condition without
a water vessel. Only the self-heating of the thermistor was
considered for the heat source.



Fig. 11. Velocity distribution in the water phantom without water vessel by thermistor self-heating. (Bird eye view).
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3. Results and discussion

DOSXYZnrc calculations revealed that the absorbed dose rate of
water at the thermistor position under the gamma-ray exposure
condition was approximately 9 mGy/s, and its uncertainty was 1%.
For the substances other thanwater, the absorbed doses were 15%e
20% lower than that of water. As the number of gamma rays
absorbed by the structure (water vessel, Pyrex tube, epoxy, etc)
inevitably inserted for measurement can be varied, their volume
should be minimized. The results are shown in Figs. 4e6.

Simulations were conducted for the thermal behavior and
temperature distribution of water in the water calorimeter. The
temperature at the thermistor position rapidly increased for 5 min
after the thermistor was switched on and reached an equilibrium
state subsequent to approximately 12 h, until wherein the total
temperature change was 2.069 mK. Fig. 7 shows the change in
thermal behavior over time by contour-plotting with the velocity
distribution. The temperature change over time at the thermistor
locations can be seen in Fig. 8. Gamma exposure for 5 min, which
was performed 24 h after full thermal equilibriumwas achieved for
thermistor self-heating, further increased the water temperature
by 0.854 mK. Fig. 9 shows the temperature change over time at the
thermistor position. Fig. 10 shows the contour plot of the velocity
and temperature distributions of water based on the time of
exposure.

The 5 min gamma-ray exposure conducted without considering
the thermistor self-heating increased the water temperature by
0.635 mK. Compared with when thermistor self-heating was
considered, the temperature difference was 0.219 mK. Therefore,
thermistor self-heating must be considered to more accurately
analyze the thermal behavior of a water calorimeter.

The most direct method to realize the gray [Gy] is to use a water
calorimeter to determine the radiation-induced temperature in-
crease at a measuring point in the water phantom. An absorbed
dose to water of 1 Gy corresponds to a temperature increase of
approximately 0.24mK [24]. In this study, the absorbed dose rate of



Fig. 12. Velocity distribution in the water phantom without water vessel by radiation (Bird eye view).
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water at the thermistor position under gamma-ray exposure con-
ditions was approximately 9 mGy/s (540 mGy/min). The 5 min
gamma-ray exposure (2.7 Gy) increased the water temperature by
0.635 mK. According to its definition, an absorbed dose to water of
2.7 Gy corresponds to a temperature increase of approximately
0.648 mK. Considering that an mK is a very small unit, the differ-
ence between the calculation value and the theoretical definition is
judged to be reliable.

The effect of a water vessel on heat transfer and convection was
examined. In the absence of a water vessel, thermal equilibrium at
the thermistor positionwas reached after approximately 4 h, which
indicates that it exhibited faster heat transfer and convection
compared with the equilibrium achieved after 12 h in the presence
of the water vessel.

In the absence of the water vessel, the maximumwater velocity
due to electrical heating and radiation exposure was 2.5� 10�5 m/s
and 1.4� 10�4 m/s, respectively. In the presence of thewater vessel,
however, the maximumwater velocity due to electrical heating and
radiation exposure was 5.6 � 10�6 m/s and 5.4 � 10�5 m/s,
respectively. The distributions of water velocities over time through
electrical heating and radiation exposure are indicated as contour
plots in Figs. 11 and 12. It can be assumed that the structure of a
water vessel served as a convection barrier by reducing the velocity
of water movement. Fig.13 demonstrates that thewater outside the
water vessel moves relatively faster than the water inside it.
4. Conclusion and further works

As an initial stage in the development of a water calorimeter,
this study established a computer simulation methodology based
on radiation transport and energy deposition to analyze the ther-
mal behavior of a water calorimeter. The energy deposition distri-
bution for the water calorimeter, which is directly used as a heat
source for the thermal analysis, was obtained from the Monte Carlo



Fig. 13. Velocity distribution. The water vessel acts as a convection barrier.
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methods. The heated water moves through heat conduction and
convection and disperses heat, which causes different water tem-
peratures at the measurement positions. Therefore, calculations
were performed adopting a water vessel, and it was found that a
water vessel acts as a convection barrier as a result of comparing
the changes in water velocities depending on the presence or
absence of the water vessel.

In addition to the effect of convection, the effect of thermistor
self-heating was examined. The change inwater temperature when
considering electric heating through a thermistor was 0.219 mK
higher than the case wherein thermistor self-heating was not
considered. Accordingly, thermistor self-heating must be consid-
ered to more accurately analyze the thermal behavior of a water
calorimeter.

To analyze the thermal behavior of the water calorimeter in the
future, further calculations will be performed taking into account
the material and structure of the actual water calorimeter, based on
the calculation methodology established in this study. In addition,
through an assessment of heat defects, research on heat defect
minimization will be conducted.
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